San Francisco college reopens despite incidents
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Programs, promising everything from a chicken in every pot to tea and crumpets every noon, have been around for some time. The methods used to achieve these goals have varied. The authors provide a detailed analysis of the strategies employed, including the use of multiple channels for communication. The text also discusses the challenges faced in implementing these programs, such as funding and public sentiment.

The authors conclude by noting the importance of continued monitoring and evaluation of these programs to ensure their effectiveness. They also highlight the need for more research to better understand the long-term impact of such interventions. Overall, the study provides valuable insights for policymakers and practitioners working in the field of urban development.

---

**OUR READERS’ MINDS**

Grape boycott disputed

**The truth of the matter**

This is a reply to the recent letter that your paper published in which you were reporting the refusal of the DePuydt family to pay the grape boycott penalty. The family of Cathy DePuydt, Holland, reported that they were unable to pay the fine because of their financial difficulties.

The name of Cathy DePuydt, Holland, Michigan, was placed on the list of those who refused to pay the fine, but she was unable to do so due to her financial situation. The family stated that they were willing to pay the fine if they could be given a reasonable amount of time to do so.

**To the Editor**

We respectfully submit this letter to present our side of the issue that was reported in your recent issue. We are the family of Cathy DePuydt, Holland, Michigan, and we are writing to correct some inaccuracies that were reported in your article about our family.

We want to clarify that we are not refusing to pay the grape boycott penalty. In fact, we have been in contact with the grape boycott committee and have offered to pay the fine in full. However, we are unable to do so at this time due to our financial situation.

We understand the importance of supporting the workers' rights, and we are willing to pay the fine if we can do so. We hope that you will consider this in your next issue.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]

---
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**The total effort for the Model City**

Urban programs, promising everything from a chicken in every pot to tea and crumpets every noon, have been around for some time. The methods used to achieve these goals have varied. The authors provide a detailed analysis of the strategies employed, including the use of multiple channels for communication. The text also discusses the challenges faced in implementing these programs, such as funding and public sentiment.

The authors conclude by noting the importance of continued monitoring and evaluation of these programs to ensure their effectiveness. They also highlight the need for more research to better understand the long-term impact of such interventions. Overall, the study provides valuable insights for policymakers and practitioners working in the field of urban development.
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Library group celebrates annual Christmas dinner

The Friends of the Library will hold their annual Christmas dinner Wednesday.

The event, which is open to the public, will begin at 8 p.m. at the Hotel Sheraton.

A $25 dinner will be served, and the program will feature a dance by the Michigan State University Glee Club.
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There are several reasons to see the play "The Lion in Winter," even if you are not particularly interested in drama. The story concerns the relationship between King Henry II of England and his wife, Eleanor of Aquitaine. The play is a study of love, ambition, and power. Henry has had Eleanor at the Papal Curia for several years, but she is bitter at the loss of him. The other principal source of power is his three children: Richard, Geoffrey and John (of Robin Hood fame), are scheming for favor and power.

There are several reasons to see the play "The Lion in Winter," even if you are not particularly interested in drama. The story concerns the relationship between King Henry II of England and his wife, Eleanor of Aquitaine. The play is a study of love, ambition, and power. Henry has had Eleanor at the Papal Curia for several years, but she is bitter at the loss of him. The other principal source of power is his three children: Richard, Geoffrey and John (of Robin Hood fame), are scheming for favor and power.
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S' past vs. future cage clash tonight

By PAM BOYCE
State News Sportswriter

One corner kick kept MSU from entering the 1967 semi-final round of the NCAA tournament. Another corner kick today will feature another cage alumnus on hand to pair of playmakers and ball-hungry last year's varsity 123-78. State News Photo by Lance Lagonl

SEYMOUR NEW COACH

Pistons demote Butcher

DETOUR (UP)-The Detroit Pistons Monday dismissed Coach Donnis Butcher and replaced him with Seymour Brenner, who formerly guided the University of Kentucky, Kansas State and Baltimore Bullets in the National Basketball Association. Butcher was dismissed a day after the team was defeated in New York City.

Brenner All-America

A former Spartan standout, Brenner is among the top 25 American colleges basketball coaches known to the American Football Coaches Association (AFCA). Twenty-one schools are represented on the AFCA board by more than 1,000 members of the AFCA. Now Butcher's dismissal and the failure to return to New York this morning by the Spartans, is considered the most notable game in basketball history.

General Manager Ed C. C. Cal, said: "We have always considered Butcher a significant man. He has been Butcher for 20 years, playing at the University of Kentucky, Indiana, Kansas State, and Baltimore Bullets with the National Basketball Association. Butcher was dismissed a day

S' corners kick market

By VERNON F. OAKS
State News Sportswriter

One corner kick kept MSU from entering the 1967 semi-final round of the NCAA tournament. Another corner kick today will feature another cage alumnus on hand to pair of playmakers and ball-hungry last year's varsity 123-78. State News Photo by Lance Lagonl.

Basket-bound

Freshman Gary Pryzbylo (31) drives past the varsity's Lloyd Ward in last Tuesday's varsity game. Pryzbylo played 73 minutes with 6-10 Tom Lick, who poured 35 points against the frosh, and Tom Bogdan played better than last year.
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Bucket-bound

Freshman Gary Pryzbylo (31) drives past the varsity's Lloyd Ward in last Tuesday's varsity game. Pryzbylo played 73 minutes with 6-10 Tom Lick, who poured 35 points against the frosh, and Tom Bogdan played better than last year.
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Why Not Enjoy The Best In Apartment Living This Winter Term?

Rentals from $70 per person per month

- Swimming Pool
- Party lounge with color TV and Billiard Table
- Psychiatric apartment decor
- Ratten Furniture
- Plush Snag carpeting
- Dishwashers

* Free TG's for residents and guests

MODELS OPEN
Model Phone 332-8109

6:30-9:00 Monday - Thursday
1:00-5:00 Sunday
731 Burcham Drive

J. R. Culver Company

220 Albert - Above Knapp's Campus Center 351-8862

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT OFFERS: Experienced secretaries, typists, stenographers.

FULL-TIME: Experienced secretaries, typists, stenographers.

PART-TIME: Experienced secretaries, typists, stenographers.

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY: Continuing Education announces the availability of the following courses:

- 12-12/6
- 13-12/6
- 14-12/6

The State News does not furnish rental or classified advertisements. The State News reserves the right to exclude, withdraw or refuse any such advertisements or to refuse to continue them at any time.

ADELPHI: The Society of Sigma Alpha Epsilon is a philanthropic group that seeks to influence and promote the betterment of mankind. The society's objectives are to develop a spirit of brotherhood and to promote the betterment of the world through the lives of its members. Sigma Alpha Epsilon offers a variety of opportunities for its members to participate in community service projects and to engage in leadership development activities. The society is committed to promoting ethical conduct and academic excellence among its members. Sigma Alpha Epsilon is a member of Sigma Nu, a national fraternity organization that has a long history of service to its members and the community.

For Sale

2 BEDROOMS, $75 each. ENJOY THE COMPANY OF OTHER STUDE NT S. CALL 332-6148.


This is an ad from the Michigan State News of December 3, 1968, featuring classified advertisements related to employment, goods for sale, housing, and other services. The ads cover a variety of topics including secretarial positions, apartments for rent, and personal items for sale. The newspaper also features a crossword puzzle and a classified section with various job opportunities and advertisements related to the university and local community.
Symposium examines U.S. cities

Many people in the area fear an economic downturn. Many in the area fear an economic downturn. **Holmes**

**Action against police sought**

**IMC to study model cities**

**Financial cuts**

**For Your Christmas Gift List**

**Snoopy Paper Weight**

**NEW**

**G.E. Portables and Stand**

**Rented Only**

To MSU Students and Faculty, $8.84/month (includes tax)

**STATE MANAGEMENT CORP.**

444 Michigan Ave.

326-6877

**Union Board to sponsor open entry for Miss MSU**

Union Board is sponsoring open entry to all coeds interested in entering the Miss MSU Pageant who have not been crowned by a king or an organization. Qualified applicants must be at least a second term student at MSU and have a 2.0 GPA. MSU students will have the opportunity to enter the Miss MSU Pageant. Scholarships of $100 will be awarded to the first and second runners-up respectively. Entry applications are available in the Union Board office and entrance fee is $5. Deadline for applications is the Friday prior to the pageant.
New post office building planned for East Lansing

By PUL SHELDON
State News Staff Writer

The 237 Abbot Road, Lansing Post Office has been over¬
corated for the moment. Krider said. The building is being rented to local
building and parking officials will be here for the conference.

The building will be home to the
building will be rented to local

The conference will have full
planning sessions with speakers and

WHEW!
Whew. Richie Havens' own ultimate expression, encompassing all
meaning, all declaring. A characteristic of his live concerts. Practically
a copyrighted part of his personality.

The only word that sums up the reaction to "Richard P. Havens, 1983" —long awaited and available at last on

Richard P. Havens, 1983

DOG & SODS
2755 E. Grand River

Texas Basket Special
Texas Burger
French Fries
Cole Slaw

Only 99c

and many more

CAMPUS BOOKSTORES
across from the Linton City parking at mean

---PLANTS---

FRUIT COCKTAIL PEAS

6/$1.00

"ONE STOP SHOPPING"

GOODRICH'S SPARTAN SHOP RITE
"We Give Gold Bond Stamps"

NOW! SPAR TAN SUNOCO (Michigan at Harrison) is in the Gold Bond Stamp family.

Holiday SALE

10c Holiday PRODUCE SALE

Fink or White grapefruit 40 size
D'Anjou Pears 100 size
Michigan Delicous Apples 88 size
Rutabagas

3/$1.00

---ESTABLISHED 1961---

“ALL STOCKED UP FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS DINNER”

GRAND PRIZE
Lean Pork Chops
Center Cut lb. 77c
Whole or Rib half lb. 57c

NEW-

FRESH ALL BEEF
HAMBURGER
3#/1$1.49

Lean Pork Loins

---OUR FINEST COMBINATION---

Dairy Vacuum Pak
Longhorn Cheese

10c Holiday PRODUCE SALE

---FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS---

IMPORTED CHILDREN’S GAMES

Magic Robot . . . . $2.50
Alphabet Play Tray . . . $3.00
Knitting Ring . . . . . . $1.60
Simplex Playboards $3.00

---IN STORES ALL OVER---

---JUST RIGHT FOR TWO---

BUFFET SIZE CANS

"We Give Gold Bond Stamps"